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ON THE DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION METHOD FOR MORLEYELEMENT {FROM WEAK OVERLAP TO NONOVERLAP�Jian-guo Huang(Department of Applied Mathematis, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai 200240,China)AbstratIn this paper, following our original ideas[9℄, we �rst onsider a weakly overlap-ping additive Shwarz preonditioner aording to the framework of [2℄ for Morleyelement and show that its ondition number is quasi-optimal; we then analyze indetail the struture of this preonditioner, and after proper hoies of the inexatsolvers, we obtain a quasi-optimal nonoverlapping domain deomposition preondi-tioner in the last. Compared with [12℄, [13℄, it seems that aording to this paper'sproedure we an make out more thoroughly the relationship between overlappingand nonoverlapping domain deomposition methods for nononforming plate ele-ments, and ertainly, we have also proposed another formal and simple strategy toonstrut nonoverlapping domain deomposition preonditioners for nononform-ing plate elements.Key words: Morley element, Domain deomposition, Weak overlap.1. IntrodutionWe onsider, for simpliity, the following lamped plate bending problem:(�2u = f; (
);u = �nu = 0; (�
); (1.1)where 
 is a plane polygonal domain and n denotes the unit outward normal along theboundary �
. The related variational form is(u 2 V � H20 (
);a(u; v) = (f; v); v 2 V; (1.2)where a(u; v) � R
[�u�v + (1 � �)(2�12u�12v � �11u�22v � �22u�11v)℄dx, (f; v) �R
 fvdx, � 2 (0; 0:5) is the Poisson ratio. Clearly, the above bilinear form a(�; �) satis�es� Reeived September 24, 1996.



616 J.G. HUANGthe boundedness and oerivity estimates:( ja(v; w)j � (1 + �)jvj2;
jwj2;
; v; w 2 H2(
);a(v; v) � (1� �)jvj22;
; v 2 H2(
): (1.3)Throughout this paper we adopt the standard onventions for Sobolev norms and semi-norms of a funtion v de�ned on an open set G:kvkm;G � (ZG Xj�j�m j��vj2dx)1=2;jvjm;G � (ZG Xj�j=m j��vj2dx)1=2;jvjm;1;G � maxj�j=m k��vkL1(G):We shall also denote the spae of polynomials of degree less than or equal to l onG by Pl(G).Let �
 = [K2Th �K be a quasi-uniform and regular triangulation of 
[4℄, the diametersize of whih is denoted by h, here eahK 2 Th is an open triangle. On this triangulationwe onstrut the so-alled Morley element[4℄;[11℄:V h � fv : vjK 2 P2(K); v(respetively, �nv) is ontinuous at eah vertexp of K(respetively, eah edge midpoint m of K), 8 K 2 Thg,V h0 � fv 2 V h : v(p) = 0; p 2 �
; �nv(m) = 0; m 2 �
g: (1.4)Here and heneforth, p and m (with or without subsript) represent a vertex and anedge midpoint of the elements in Th respetively. Then, based on (1.4), the disreteproblem of (1.2) reads as follows:( ah(uh; vh) = (f; vh); vh 2 V h0 ;uh 2 V h0 ; (1.5)where ah(v; w) �PK2Th RK [�v�w + (1� �)(2�12v�12w � �11v�22w � �22v�11w)℄dx.It is well-known that the PCG is a proper method to solve (1.5), and the ore stepis how to design a well-preonditioned and easily invertible in parallel preonditioner,sine the ondition number of the disrete system (1.5) is O(h�4). In [2℄, S.C.Brennerproposed a two-level additive Shwarz preonditioner for nononforming plate elements;the main ingredient is the onstrution of proper intergrid transfer operators whihbuild important bridges among nononforming elements and their onforming relatives,and thus the diÆulty that subspaes are not nested for nononforming element asewas overome suessfully. In [8℄, J.Gu and X.Hu presented some extension theorems


